
About the project:
The client has a brochure in the field of testing, inspection and certification that need to be
translated from English to Chinese (both simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese). We
faced many challenges and obstacles in delivering the final translated and localized brochure.

• Much of the content was either too colloquial or culturally irrelevant, making it difficult to
be properly conveyed to the target audiences.

• The source file formats cannot be converted to editable word files for translation purpose,
so it requires some file processes and quality control techniques.

• The final delivery file should have the same look and feeling as the source file.

• The highest quality was expected as this brochure has the training usage.

CCJK Solution:
We offer comprehensive language solutions and high quality, reliable translation service to
support any language communications the client may have. After obtaining the project, our
seasoned team of translators and technical specialists successfully understood the project
demands and meet the broad range of challenges as they arose.

• We assigned the translation to our professional and native Simplified Chinese and
Traditional Chinese translators who have a good knowledge of test and inspection.

• Desktop Publishing specialists assessed the source material and extracted translatable
tags/units from the executable files. We format it before the translation starts and in this way
we saved the time to format two versions.

• Besides, to make sure of the highest translation accuracy, we assigned not only one
translator, but at least 3 linguists to this translation project: we translated from scratch by a
linguist, then passed the translated documents to another editor for reviewing, and finally to a
3rd proofreader to polish and review for cultural sensitivity and accuracy.

• We also apply the latest technologies, such as translation memory tools for long-term
projects. Especially for the translation of client service brochure, which is not a stand-alone
work and requires keeping consistency.

https://www.ccjk.com/languages/english-translation-services/
https://www.ccjk.com/language-translation/arabic-translation-services/english-to-arabic-translation/


Read Also: Translation of English poetry into Chinese

  ABOUT CCJK:
Founded in 2000 and born for Internet, CCJK is a highly trusted professional e-Services
company supported by more than 2,000 talented linguists, engineers, designers and
programmers who work as a super organized team. From language translation, desktop
publishing, graphic design, software localization, website development, SEO, user guide to
corporate eLearning, we provide one stop solution to help client gain competitive edge. We
rely on streamlined and sophisticated process to ensure fast and quality delivery. By trusting
CCJK’s one stop solution, you need only focus on your core business, win market share and
maximize your profit in simplest and soonest way.

Take a look at how we helped our client by localizing their project for English language.
Click here to read the complete case study

https://www.ccjk.com/translation-of-english-poetry-into-chinese/
https://www.ccjk.com/case-studies/resource-management-case-study-english-uygur-translation/

